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 I have not tested it because we are on our 10 year license on our 320 and its free and they can charge what they want. PS, I dont
have experience with the JLA. If I did I would help you. I need to figure out how to calculate the lbs of fuel I can use. This will

also help with the hobby/pilot cost. Check the FUEL RATE VS TURBOPROP vs RPM vs BLADES in the XPlane go to
xplane-360.com and try the PC trainer app for your windows computer. I am just a casual user of Xplane but I have it on my
Windows 8.1 computer. It will let you fly a model all on one screen, even includes a graphic simulator. I think it has a model

viewer that you can look at the model on the screen before flying. If you are using the FUEL RATE VS TURBOPROP or RPM
VS BLADES command it will be on the right side and above. I have not tried FUEL VS TURBOS etc. That will give you a
quick start point. Hey Adam I really appreciate you taking the time to tell me about the FUEL RATE VS TURBOPROP or
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RPM VS BLADES command. I will do a little research on the simulator. I use the simulator on XPlane you mentioned. I have
been using the real plane since I bought it. I have always had problems getting any free software to work with it. I still have yet
to figure out how to get the turbo props, it goes up and down in between 1000-2000 rpm. I have noticed that when you have a

turbo prop and it starts spinning the rpm shows 1000 then 6000 then at 1000 rpm it starts. When you type the RPM VS
BLADES in the SIMULATOR. it will tell you the bladerate. I did the same with the turbo prop and its at 300 rpm. I am
assuming it is bladerate. I know this is not correct. I am just glad you pointed it out to me. I also am going to try out the

simulator and see what happens when I put a turbo prop in the back of the plane. Btw I dont need to buy a program to download
to my computer do I? As I said I have a computer in Windows 8.1 that I use. If you need to go to the maker site to 82157476af
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